Spinal segments communicating resting sympathetic activity to postganglionic nerves of the stellate ganglion.
It has been shown earlier using sympathetic reflexes and anatomic techniques that preganglionic neurons controlling different effectors occupy wide and overlapping ranges of adjacent segments in the spinal cord (cardiac: T1-T7, vertebral: T2-T8). Because, however, the majority of preganglionic neurons are silent at resting states, the present study was designed to estimate the segmental map of subsets of these neurons including only those active at rest using simultaneous recordings from the inferior cardiac and vertebral nerves, under chloralose-urethan or urethan anesthesia. In 22 cats, thoracic white rami T1-T8 were cut in a sequential manner. Three-minute-long data segments were recorded between sectionings and analyzed in the frequency domain using the fast Fourier transform. We found that cardiac and vertebral active maps involved segments T3-T5 and T4-T8, respectively. In individual experiments, however, most of the power of rhythmic activity originated from only one or two segments and the dominant segments for the two nerves never overlapped. Moreover, the separation between dominant segments generating cardiac and vertebral nerve discharges was wider and the distribution of tonically active preganglionic neurons projecting to each nerve was narrower under urethan than chloralose-urethan anesthesia. We conclude that the proportion of active to quiescent preganglionic neurons regulating cardiac and vertebral nerve discharges varies from spinal segment to segment and that active neurons projecting to these nerves are nonoverlapping.